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By Tamara Henson

Tamara Henson Studios, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 70 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.A child
who survives an inferno against all odds, Solana is bright and
resourceful. She drifts through a fearful life at Sunny Creek, a
Home for the homeless, where the rules are simple: keep your
mouth shut and your eyes closed. The other children call her a
monster. The adults call her an arsonist. Solana just calls herself
lonely. Then the flame descends once more. Solana hears the
cryptic voice of Taiyo calling her toward an unknown destiny far
away. All Solana needs is a way to escape, a lot of luck. . . And
new friends who can survive the fire. TIMELINE NOTES-- A Pathos
Sidetrack is a companion novella to the Pathos Series by sci-
fifantasy author Tamara Henson. Pathos Sidetracks serve as a
bridge between the past and present, worlds far and near, and
characters who demand a little more time in the spotlight! This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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